Abstract: This article addresses how digitalisation and media convergence present both challenges and opportunities for public service institutions, using the production of online youth fiction as the basis for discussion. More precisely, we analyse the organisation of online youth fiction in two Nordic public service institutions, the Norwegian NRK and the Danish DR, and how organisational strategies and production cultures come into play in each of these broadcasters’ early signature youth series: the widely popular online teen drama SKAM (NRK, 2015-2017) and the less known youth series Anton 90 (DR/New Creations, 2015). A key argument in the article is that digitalisation and media convergence impose pressure on public service institutions when it comes to youth content, but that this pressure can also be used to legitimise new production models and organisational changes. In the article, we elaborate on the two institutions’ production patterns for short-form youth fiction, which in both institutions is treated as a distinctly different task than the production of “regular” prime-time fiction.
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1 Introduction

This article investigates the conditions for making online youth fiction in a public service context at a time when young people increasingly are abandoning both legacy mass media and linear flow television to consume and share content online. It addresses the so-called “youth challenge” from the perspective of public service institutions and aims to discuss how global streaming services and social media providers prompt national broadcasters and producers to rethink their existing models and strategies. Although also older audience groups are heading online, young people are leading the path to such an extent that some analysts talk about a deeply structural generation divide in the consumption of television today. This is a not solely a problem for private broadcasters that lose hold of a commercially attractive audience group, but also for public service institutions aiming to serve the entire population with relevant content.

This article examines the organisation and production of online youth fiction in two Nordic public service institutions, the Norwegian NRK and the Danish DR, both publicly funded with a broad and popular remit. While the Nordic markets are small and somewhat peripheral, they are also technologically mature and have served as strategic test markets for many new streaming services as well as social media providers. Hence, trends in these markets and the strategies applied by their core public service media institutions may serve as a forecast for trends and strategies in other markets and by other institutions. As such, the article aims to discuss the more overall question of how digitalisation and media convergence present both challenges and opportunities for legacy institutions such as these, making the competition fiercer, but also allowing for new storytelling techniques, production cultures, and publishing models. We argue that this dual perspective is strongly needed, as many studies seem to narrow their scope to the challenges of digitalisation, thus underestimating the resilience and flexibility of public service institutions as well as the beneficial prospects of digitalisation, streaming and social media as a result.

Our study focuses on the organisation and production of public service youth fiction. Several studies have addressed the role that public service institutions have played in the international success of Nordic prime-time television fiction, and a growing corpus of literature has recently added insight on the smaller online series, often targeting a younger niche audience. Yet, few of these studies have focused on the organisational context surrounding online fiction, and studies taking a comparative or cross-cultural perspective are almost non-existing. In our article, we ask: How do NRK and DR organise the production of online youth fiction, and what distinct strategies and production approaches do they apply in their early attempts to make fiction for an online youth audience? In order to address these questions, the article starts by analysing the two institutions’ organisational setup for making online youth fiction followed by an analysis of the distinct production approaches used in these broadcasters’ early attempts to make online youth fiction: The widely popular online teen drama SKAM (NRK, 2015-2017) and the less known youth fiction series Anton 90 (DR/New Directions, 2015). The two series share many similarities: They were both commissioned and produced during the second half of the 2010s as short-form, small-budget online fiction series in which social media function as a central part of the narrative with the aim of accommodating a digital native youth audience that was otherwise turning its back on the institutions. However, they also have differences, one of the most obvious being related to impact and success: SKAM transformed during its four seasons from an online drama targeting young Norwegians to a global cult phenomenon with viewers and fans in all age groups and on all continents and the format was later sold in several European countries as well as in the US. Anton 90, on the other hand, got positive reviews but gathered only a Danish niche audience as a one-off experiment for a single season. Our analysis focuses on how the two productions represent two specific organisational approaches in the respective institutions rather than focusing on the series as texts. Hence, the two online youth series are selected to illustrate different approaches within similar organisations at a time that was characterised by uncertainty and change.

In the following, we will first present the article’s theoretical framework about online youth content in the context of public service broadcasting before presenting our methodological approach. Next, we will analyse the two institutions’ organisational setup for making online youth content as well as the two distinct production approaches that the two series represent. In the conclusion, we link these findings to the more overall question of how to navigate successfully within online youth fiction in times of change.
2 Public Service and Online Youth Fiction

In recent years, much research on public service broadcasting has concentrated on these institutions’ response to digitalisation and media convergence, including their expansion to new online platforms. These developments have led to discussions of the new strategies used particularly by public service youth channels in Western Europe and their interest in digital distribution. In *The Media Welfare State: Nordic Media in the Digital Era* (2014), Syvertsen et al. describe how the Nordic public service broadcasters’ use of online platforms went through three different phases from the mid-1990’s and onwards. In the first phase, which lasted until the millennium, the broadcasters did not have a clear strategy for how to use the emerging internet, and discussion was not only related to how but also if public service institutions were to expand beyond their original domain. In the second phase, after the year 2000, their attitudes changed and they now saw online activities as an important supplement to their regular radio and television broadcasts. In the third phase around 2010, they increasingly tried to integrate their web activities with traditional broadcasting in order to give the institutions a cross-media profile. In addition, they created sub-sites and online platforms with content specifically for children and young people as well as social media profiles on Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. Based on this development, Syvertsen et al. conclude that in comparison with most other European public service broadcasters, Nordic public service broadcasters have had a “generous leeway for expansion in the digital era”. Additionally, McElroy and Noonan have argued that digital platforms can serve as a particularly important tool for public service broadcasters in small nations with small languages – like the Nordic – and aid them in achieving core public service objectives.

For our object of study, this historical framework suggests, first, that NRK’s and DR’s digital structures surrounding youth content have expanded and moved towards making the streaming and “spreadability” of online youth fiction possible. Secondly, it suggests that NRK’s and DR’s organisation of the production of online youth fiction in the period 2012-2015 – in which our two series were developed – was still adapting to the digitalisation process. This is in line with other studies of (Nordic) public service broadcasters and their strategies and actions in relation to new media platforms, which have found that public service broadcasters have taken an active role in expanding their services, but have not always been allowed to do so by media policy makers and regulators. Furthermore, we suggest that the digitalisation process is still expanding and that NRK and DR may have entered a fourth phase in which the youth channels are often give higher priority to distribution through online platforms than their linear flow TV channels.

In fact, several studies have shown how the focus on youth content can lead to new ways of operating as these productions aim for a “digital native” audience. For instance, in their study of an interactive blog for children, Sjöberg and Rydin show how the Swedish public service broadcaster SVT moved towards the “blogosphere” by following practices guided both by the logics of broadcast television and of convergence culture. According to Sjöberg and Rydin, the logics of convergence culture – such as supporting user-generated content and collective intelligence – made SVT reflect on their practices and change them, among others by “increasingly relying on ethnographic methods in order to meet young people’s needs in daily settings”. Clearly, then, digital and social media platforms do not only represent a way of distributing youth content, but also a way of gaining insight into the complexity and shifting user habits of young people. Whether such an ethnographic shift is equally visible within NRK and DR is debatable and will be examined in the following analysis of the youth fiction traditions in these two organisations.

3 Methodological Approach

Production studies encompass a broad range of approaches and methods, but are guided by the notion that contextual conditions matter, in the sense that media products are affected by the people creating them, by the
4 Organising and Producing Youth Fiction at NRK

NRK organises its children’s and youth content into two different divisions – NRK Super and NRK P3. NRK Super targets 2-12-year-olds, while NRK P3 targets 13-29-year-olds, although both divisions generally operate with more exact age groups in specific productions. On a strategic level, the goal is for NRK P3 to “take over” when young people “grow out of” NRK Super.

NRK established both divisions in response to structural changes in the media market and increased competition from private, commercial and international players. NRK P3 was launched in 1993, originally as a radio channel, in response to the breakup of the national broadcasting monopoly and the increased competition from new, private and commercial radio (and television) channels. P3 soon expanded its services to include an online website (p3.no) and from 2007 a linear television channel (NRK3), although another NRK division commissions and schedules this channel. Today, the P3 brand includes two radio channels (P3 and mP3), an increasing number of podcasts, a website, several events and a small range of television series, of which SKAM undoubtedly is the most well-known.

As for NRK Super, it was launched in 2007 – in what Syvertsen and her colleagues label the second phase of the Nordic public service broadcasters’ digital expansion – as a response to the digital transformation of television distribution and the increased competition from new niche channels, including global children’s channels like Disney. In contrast to NRK P3, NRK Super was established as a multimedia division from the beginning, producing radio, television, online and social media content, often by the same multifunctional personnel. In many ways, NRK Super serves as a “digital flagship division” within NRK, in the sense that the innovative and “forward-looking” user habits of Norwegian kids have forced the division to constantly try out new production and publishing models. For instance, in 2013, NRK Super was the first division at NRK to have a television series that...
gained more viewers online than on the linear channel, which lead to a shift in focus towards the value of different media platforms and a more outspoken strategy of using online platforms and digital storytelling techniques to connect with younger audiences on their terms.31

Strategically, both divisions must fulfil NRK’s overall public service mandate, which implies an obligation to serve the democratic, social and cultural needs within society.32 Although NRK’s mandate does not include any explicit obligations concerning youth content, NRK is still obliged to “serve the entire population” (also young people) and provide them with high-quality content reflecting Norwegian language, identity and culture, and, importantly, it has been given leeway to use any (new) media platforms to fulfil this duty. NRK has however often stressed the importance of “serving young people”, and since 2012 this has even been formulated as a key priority in NRK’s content and publishing strategies, clearly reflecting the institution’s take on a changing media market in which young people are abandoning established mass media to explore social media and watch YouTube and international drama series on Netflix and HBO.33

Although both NRK P3 and NRK Super must fulfil NRK’s overall strategy, they are also allowed to pursue their own visions. NRK P3’s vision has been to “reflect and define the reality of young people and leave marks on young people’s lives”, but changed in 2017, now aiming to “bring young people closer together, entertain and challenge them where they are, and reflect reality”.34 NRK Super’s vision was previously to “create a world where children grow and are important”, but since 2017, it has been to “create the strongest community for all children in Norway”.35

In terms of fiction, NRK Super has a long history of producing different types of fictional series, from high-budget, full-scale productions (like the children’s Christmas calendars) to low-budget, small-scale productions (like online drama), including several types of productions in between. While the full-scale productions have given NRK Super experience with high-end productions and full production teams, the small-scale productions were introduced as a way of producing more drama content at a lower cost using a smaller multifunctional team, with the same people typically writing, directing and publishing the content.36 In summary, the mixed approach adopted by NRK Super has provided them with a highly experienced staff team with a track record in organising and producing different types of fictional series. NRK P3, on the other hand, has less experience in producing both television and drama series, as the division historically was rooted in radio, and documentaries and humour have been given higher priority in its television productions. Hence, when NRK wanted to produce youth fiction, it had to look beyond NRK P3’s borders to find skilled personnel and soon took an interest in the forward-looking production culture within NRK Super.

5 SKAM

SKAM was not initiated by NRK P3 or NRK Super, but rather by NRK’s programming division who wanted the two divisions to join forces. The ambition was two-folded; SKAM was to reconnect with the young audiences that NRK otherwise tended not to reach, as well as to give them public service content which they were not likely to get elsewhere.37 While NRK P3 was the division in which youth content “belonged”, NRK Super was the division with knowledge and experience of how to produce low-cost online fiction. More precisely, since 2007, NRK Super had developed a new genre of so-called “online drama” that had proven to be extremely popular within its targeted audience segments, that was, young girls aged 10-13 years. Although these series – Sara (2008-2009), Mia (2010-2012) and Jenter/Girls (2013-2017) – had many differences, they all had in common that they were character-driven fictional stories in which the storyline was revealed daily and in “real time” on a blog through a mix of video clips, chat messages and pictures38 In all of them, the young audience was actively invited to comment and engage, among others through a commentary section that followed every update on the blogs. These series also all build on extensive audience research, in which the aim was to gain in-depth information on how to portray young girls in a relevant and realistic way, but also to uncover how these online series could serve the needs of this particular audience group. As such, these series were motivated by the ambition of addressing also more serious issues, thus fulfilling NRK’s public service mission.39
Consequently, SKAM was initiated as a “joint venture” between NRK Super and NRK P3, in which the SKAM team was to build on the experiences of the previous success stories of online drama, but target the specific needs of an older age group, namely 16-year-old Norwegian girls. The task to create the new series was given to Julie Andem, who had worked on all the previous online drama series of NRK Super and had inherited this particular way of writing, directing and publishing online stories. In order to develop the new series, Andem and her team made use of the so-called NABC-model, which NRK (and especially NRK Super) had used for a numbers of years to gain audience insight and identify audience needs, and furthermore, put these needs at the centre of the programme production. Among others, the SKAM team conducted 50 in-depth interviews and 200 speed interviews with Norwegian teens from all over the country, in addition to school visits, social media scanning, and readings of reports and statistics on teen culture. One key findings from the research was that Norwegian teens experienced a lot of pressure – as Andem said; “pressure to be perfect, pressure to perform” – and the main ambition of the new youth series was set to address teen pressure. Andem and her team even formulated a “mission statement”, defining SKAM’s vision to “help 16-year-old girls to strengthen their self-esteem by breaking taboos, make them aware of interpersonal mechanisms and demonstrate the rewards of confronting fear”.

The result, then, was an online youth fiction series that centred on a group of high school teenage characters and follows their life at home and in school, each season focusing on a different main character in first person. Like the previous online drama series, the stories dispersed across multiple platforms, in which the SKAM website (skam.p3.no) was the most important one. Here, video clips, chat messages and pictures were published daily and in so-called “real time”, making the publishing rhythm irregular and unpredictable, but also generating a sense of “liveness” as the audience watched the characters and their storylines “as they happened” on screen and together with other members of the audience.
Although SKAM was produced and published to serve the specific needs and user habits of Norwegian teens, the series soon grew beyond its targeted audience segment, and in season 3 and 4 it had become a global cult phenomenon with viewers and fans in all age groups and on all continents. Because the show was not geo-blocked (at least not before season 4), it was available to anyone with internet access, and from season 3 with multiple translations provided by fans via social media such as YouTube and Twitter as well as via Google drive links.

Following the interest of audiences and fans beyond national borders, also international mainstream media soon discovered SKAM. For instance, the British national daily newspaper The Guardian published a story entitled “Shame: A scandi TV sensation for the social media generation”, while the US cult magazine The Fader wrote a story entitled “Why The Whole Planet Is Obsessed With This Norwegian Teen Drama”. Furthermore, international broadcasters and publishers began to pay attention. In 2017 the SKAM format was eventually sold in six European countries as well as in the US, where it was distributed in spring 2018 as the “first Facebook Watch” TV show.

Following its extreme success – in terms of audience ratings, nominations and prizes, buzz and fan activities – SKAM obviously functioned as a game changer for NRK and partly for the television industry in general. For NRK, it was a clear indication of the power of online storytelling, and for NRK leaders, the combination of extreme success and low cost must have been almost unbelievable. SKAM also proved to be a strong argument for audience research and the NABC-model, which invited storytellers to create fictional stories based on audience needs.

Although it is too early to make conclusions on the full impact of a successful show like SKAM for the NRK, it is worth noting that NRK has initiated several new online drama series following the paths of SKAM. The first one, blank (NRK, 2018-), was developed, produced and published within the same NRK Super tradition in terms of online storytelling and shares many similarities with SKAM and its predecessors (Jenter, MIA and SARA), but centers around new characters and storylines. This production was also developed and produced as a joint venture between different NRK divisions, this time between NRK P3 and NRK Entertainment, and hosted by NRK Drama.
Video 3. blank – NRK’s next online drama after SKAM (season 1)

SKAM was also used to legitimate changing strategies and actions within NRK, including NRK P3. For instance, in 2017, SKAM was used as a “best practice” when mapping out P3’s new strategy, highlighting the significance of audience insight in combination with important and relevant public service content. As stated by Camilla Bjørn, head of NRK P3, “I think SKAM is the ultimate proof that we need to make our content ‘choosable’ and listen to the audience, instead of just broadcasting content”.50

On a more critical note, NRK’s production model for online drama, in which the storyline was written, directed and published almost “on the fly” by a small, multifunctional production team in which the same person often both wrote and directed the show, also had some downsides: To start with, it was an ambitious and somewhat vulnerable production model in which a small production team would constantly fight the clock trying to get through the production plan. Secondly, it was a production model that requiring special skills from its production team, especially the writer and director. Naturally, not everyone would fit such a model, in which the storylines were written and directed only weeks before publishing, discussed across various media platforms and in constant dialogue with the audience. Arguable, it was only a limited number of personnel even within the NRK that would be able to pull such a production off, clearly implying an important downside of this particular production model.
6 Organising and Producing Youth Fiction at DR

DR organises its audiovisual youth content into two different departments: DR3 (the television channel distributing content for ages 15-39) and DR Ung (production of youth television and social media content). This section will focus on DR3 in relation to the division of labour between these departments in the strategic organisation of online youth fiction.

DR3 was created in 2013 with a so-called license to experiment and has commissioned programmes from both in-house and independent production units during its short lifespan. With the launch of DR3 in 2013, DR as an institution made a strategic move by aiming at a younger target group, and in DR’s public service contract DR3 is described as having “a focus on the younger part of the population”. This contract puts pressure on DR3’s management by making their efforts subject to political evaluation, while also highlighting the importance of making “innovative content on the internet”. However, the contract does not at any time specifically mention fiction for young people, but points out both “Danish drama” and “children’s drama” as mandatory content.

While the contract’s definition of children’s content is divided into two age-defined TV channels and mandatory children’s drama, the definition of youth content is much broader in terms of age. As such, the contract perceives children and young people as two separate content areas with very different requirements and political incentives. The contract illustrates how the involved politicians back in 2014/15 did not perceive youth fiction as a strategically important content area for DR at the time. The contract also illustrates an understanding of “Danish drama” (for adults/everyone) and DR3’s “content on the internet” as two distinctly separate categories and departments.

This perception is mirrored in DR’s complex organisational structure where the production unit “DR Drama” – a flagship department that has made many award-winning Danish TV series – has its own special status. Here DR Drama is separated from both the youth content department “DR Ung” and from DR3, which belong to two other organisational branches called DR Culture and DR Media. That “youth content” and “drama” are two separate categories in DR is also evident from DR’s programming history: DR has a rich tradition of making satire series aimed at a young audience, but has mainly produced drama series targeting either a broad audience under DR Drama or tweens and children – almost never a young target group. This historical track record points to youth fiction series as a relatively unexplored content area for DR.

By solely being a distributor and not a producer of content, DR3 had to get another unit to produce their online youth fiction. A key question remained, however, namely who best to take on the task. In 2014-15, making online youth fiction really seemed to go beyond the organisation’s logics and structures and against its track records. DR3’s very first fiction production, Kødkataloget (2013-14, Eng.: “The Meat Catalogue”) was another satire series by DR Ung, aimed at a thirtysomething target group. In accordance with this, DR’s youth fiction experience is mainly based on a tradition of producing satire in both DR Ung and its sister department B&U (Children and Youth), where potential talents were given a shot at making short-form satire programmes for radio (P3) and television (DR2). These productions typically had very few resources and short time frames, but despite the humble working conditions this tradition fostered several popular social satire shows.

In 2014, DR3 had already made several factual programmes with explicit efforts to “experiment”, but intentionally deprioritised fiction due to their small budget and the direct competitor channel TV 2 ZULU’s strong line-up of youth fiction series. Another reason for not making more online fiction was – according to the DR3 editors – the fact that such productions had to fit into a flow TV programming schedule because of budgetary structures. At this time, DR3 did not have any experience of making online youth fiction, so they needed to decide who they should outsource this strategically important task to. One solution was to make a cooperation between DR production units and/or DR Digital. Instead, and perhaps in accordance with the displayed organisational logics, DR3 as the commissioning channel chose an external production company called New Creations with their own freelance director named Martin Skovbjerg. New Creations had fiction/satire experience and had pitched an idea for a short-form satire series about a
couple in their thirties and presented a short dummy using a point-of-view style and social media (online text messaging) as part of the narrative. The DR3 editors liked the dummy but wanted to make the characters younger, and they gave this production a short-form format with 10 episodes of 8-9 minutes per episode.\textsuperscript{60}

In summary, DR and DR3’s understanding of short-form fiction production was that this format was a good fit for satire content, and this understanding was their reason for choosing a satire production as their first youth fiction production for both flow TV and DR’s online platform. However, that this production called \textit{Anton 90} (DR3/New Creations, 2015) later transformed into a drama/dramedy and was not part of their initial plan.

\textbf{7 \textit{Anton 90}}

When DR3’s head of channel, Irene Strøyer, was asked about the motive for choosing the short-form format, she stressed the channel’s economy: “Because it is damn expensive to make fiction”.\textsuperscript{61} Due to the scarce resources, the scriptwriters involved in \textit{Anton 90} were freelancers who were only on contract for seven weeks while writing the satirical script, and they had no influence on the shooting of the series. The director was also a freelancer, but he had the main responsibility for making the series a coherent audio-visual experience. As they only had 12 days to shoot the series, the director ran into trouble on the set when he discovered that the many punchlines in the satirical script did not land well. Due to the very short time frame, he had to make a quick decision to change the genre of the entire series: In his opinion, \textit{Anton 90} would work better as an improvised drama. The result was very different from what DR3 and New Creations initially had agreed on. Eventually, the editors started losing faith in the project, and the director ended up changing parts of the series based on the editors’ wishes while also still insisting on his own dramatic vision for the series.\textsuperscript{62}

\textit{Anton 90} became DR3’s first online youth drama and it aired on 25 December 2015 as a binge-watching marathon with all 10 short episodes being shown sequentially on DR3. The series was also shown on DR’s VOD and catch-up service, but this would be the only time that the series was shown on linear flow television. When asked, all of the involved parties agree that this slot was the result of the DR3 editors’ lack of belief in the series’ potential (and not initially a conscious distribution strategy to reserve the content for online viewing). Needless to say, this linear flow TV marathon on Christmas Day – which is an unusual premiere date in Denmark – did not attract many viewers. But to the editors’ surprise, the online viewership numbers turned out to be favourable compared to their initial expectations: The first episode gathered 200,700 viewers, the second episode 96,400 viewers and the remaining eight episodes
75-45,000 viewers. The DR3 editors evaluated the series as a surprising online success, however, a second season was not commissioned.

When the DR3 editors were asked why they rejected the possibility of a second season, they pointed to a strategic decision that they have made regarding the channel brand: DR3 should be constantly renewing itself, not repeating itself. This goes also for their so-called successful programmes. This strategy reflects a general tendency in DR3’s approach to original programming and youth fiction in particular: They prefer commissioning one-off series over series with several seasons, because they found that one-off series to have a greater uniqueness and originality to add to their brand value.

This strategy is also apparent when looking at DR3’s youth fiction series from 2013 to 2016: Each series was made by a new team of writers and directors. In this regard, DR3 has chosen not to cultivate a recurring group of showrunners, writers and directors in the way that DR Drama has done for years by handpicking and nurturing talents from the Danish Film School and sometimes supporting their screenwriters financially while they search for new ideas. Unlike this formalised cooperation with the Danish Film School, DR3 cooperates with many different production units, both internal and external, which has resulted in a broad number of connections but also in a lack of continuity. Without continuity and an actual youth fiction production talent scheme, DR3 and other Danish channels have lacked showrunners with experience of making online youth fiction, as one informant highlights.

In her work, Eva Novrup Redvall has also expressed a need for better TV production training in Denmark in relation to working with new platforms and a variety of formats “[…] rather than only learning to develop expensive drama for traditional broadcasters”.

As the breakdown of DR3’s organisational framework shows, the endeavour of producing online youth fiction back in 2014 was a strategically demanding cross-disciplinary task, which the organisational structure of DR did not seem to support. Youth fiction content had not been prioritised until then and was not even mentioned in the current public service contract, but DR3 still displayed a strategic awareness of the need for online youth fiction. This awareness led to the commissioning of a short-form satire series in accordance with the tendencies in DR’s institutional history of making satire when they needed to reach a young audience. In this context, Anton 90 started out as a somewhat conventional DR satire series, but with a shorter time format than usual.

This one-off approach to youth fiction generated a surprising domestic success with Anton 90, but it did not provide DR3 with a long-term fiction scheme, and they waited another two years before commissioning fiction again. In the interviews conducted with employees from DR3 and New Directions in 2016-17, everyone spontaneously mentioned a game-changing series which since the autumn of 2016 had a major influence on their work: SKAM. After SKAM became popular in Denmark and in the Nordic countries, DR’s youth department DR Ung changed their organisation by establishing a team that focuses solely on online fiction and satire, and they quadrupled their production of fiction in 2017 by airing seven new Danish-language fiction series with varying online publishing models. These initiatives can be interpreted as part of an organisational shift within DR where online content is given a higher priority than before SKAM.

8 Comparison

When comparing NRK and DR, they are seemingly similar in terms of their privileged position in their national markets and their evaluation of the “youth challenge”. However, our analysis shows that there are many differences in how the two organisations have approached the challenging task of making online youth fiction. In summary, we have named these two approaches: A) the long-term audience-focused approach, as used by NRK Super/P3, and B) the short-term satire-focused approach, as used by DR3.
While NRK P3 benefited from the cooperation with NRK Super, which had a long tradition of making niche-oriented online drama based on extensive audience insight, DR3 had deprioritised fiction in favour of satire and instead decided to create a single coproduction with an independent production company. This is also evident in the two series starting point: While NRK let the target audience group (16-year-old girls) and their specific needs be basis for storytelling, DR started by listening to ideas from independent production companies in order to let the best idea win. Furthermore, the production of SKAM was characterised by an explicit devotion to fulfilling the public service mission of giving the audience what they presumable needed in a cool and entertaining way. In comparison, the production of Anton 90 was characterised by an abrupt change of genre, which resulted in DR3’s first drama/dramedy, but left the department without a long-term strategy for online youth fiction. Moreover, our analysis shows that online youth fiction in both NRK and DR was organised as a specific content area, produced with no clear ties to the production models of mainstream or prime-time fiction. In both organisations, online youth fiction was defined as productions with smaller budgets and a narrower target audience, which was ultimately treated as a different type of production than “regular” fiction and prime-time drama series. Such an organisational divide between mainstream fiction and youth fiction might lead to a situation where useful experience from previous productions is isolated and not shared. The analysis also demonstrates how online youth fiction for these broadcasters back in 2013-2015 was an area for innovation and experiments rather than a major priority. However, according to our informants, the success of SKAM and the competition in relation to youth content has subsequently led to an organisational shift within both institutions’ youth departments, where online publishing and streaming is now given higher priority than the linear flow TV channels. Considering this development, and the historical progression described by Syvertsen and her colleagues, these two Nordic broadcasters have now entered a fourth phase in which the youth channels often prioritise distribution through online platforms over linear flow TV channels.70

9 Conclusion

Several studies have addressed the challenges of digitalisation and media convergence for public service institutions, including the challenges presented by new players, new platforms and new user habits.71 A key argument in this article has been that these trends do not only involve negative effects, but also opportunities, as they open up new ways of producing and publishing content, as the case of SKAM demonstrates.

In this article, we have investigated how two Nordic public service institutions, NRK and DR, have treated online youth fiction as a different task than regular fiction, but, furthermore, have responded with distinctly different approaches towards online youth fiction: A) the long-term audience-focused approach, as used by NRK Super/P3, and B) the short-term satire-focused approach, as used by DR3. We have analysed how NRK and DR, respectively, organise, develop and produce their youth content, and the analysis shows that the two institutions have some key organisational differences: Despite NRK P3’s long tradition of experimenting with new media services, it still needed to adopt a production model for youth fiction from another in-house NRK department. Although SKAM was produced by NRK P3, it was “born” in NRK Super and followed the legacy of this division when it came to audience research, production, publishing and storytelling. As for DR3, the task of making online youth fiction went beyond the organisation’s logics, track records and departmental divisions. This resulted in the commissioning of an externally produced series which did not provide DR3 with a long-term solution for production of youth fiction. The DR experience reminds us that public institutions often need time to adapt to new ways of operating, but also that they will find inspiration from one another and that other public service success stories may serve as a key argument for shifts in organisational structure and strategies.

Sjöberg and Rydin’s study demonstrated how SVT increasingly showed an interest in both the audience and the online formats.72 Such an interest is mirrored in the approach used by NRK, but DR’s interest in online youth fiction was not as strong – until SKAM paved the way and DR changed its organisation. As departments, both NRK P3 and
DR3 were not fully equipped to solve the task of making online youth fiction, which called for new production models: At NRK, the model was developed through cross-departmental cooperation, and at DR, the model was developed through external production. However, the model used for SKAM eventually inspired DR3 to a much greater extent than their first attempt with Anton 90. Whether SKAM can be said to have inspired a more ethnographic turn in television production beyond the Nordic region, needs to be investigated further in the future, but several recent Nordic teen productions do at least point to an increased focus on audience insight.73

Despite their differences, however, both SKAM and Anton 90 should be seen in relation to the more overall tendencies of digitalisation and media convergence, which have put pressure on public service institutions to create attractive, relevant and high-quality content across various media platforms and in increasing competition with global players. In discussions of public service broadcasting, these institutions are sometimes accused of not being innovative. Yet, our cases demonstrate how these two public service institutions have made several new initiatives within online youth fiction, which involved both changes within their organisation and production patterns. Such changes naturally involved risk-taking; in the case of SKAM the result was a game-changing production, while Anton 90 had less of an effect but still gave the DR3 valuable insights. The possible “crisis” caused by digitalisation and media convergence was what led these institutions to take new content risks and – ultimately – to prioritise online youth fiction. Our analysis gives valuable examples of how public service institutions “fight back” on these challenges, and how these institutions have various success stories to learn from.
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